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PREFACE
This is a free book. It is based on current media reports as well as decades of study
and research into issues surrounding Islam. I thank several academic institutions for the
basic background in dealing with Middle Eastern issues. I was fortunate as well to have
studied, lived and worked in areas of the Middle East. Time spent most notably in the
United Arab Emirates, Pakistan and Iran along with lesser visits to other areas such as
Turkey, Jordan and elsewhere added to my basic knowledge of the region.
There are many individuals I would like to thank as well, but the names and list would
be too exhausting, so I just say, thank you all.
This is my personal journal. It is not an academic
strictures of the Academy (such as they may be),
traditional sense based on any confidential or
compilation of images with running commentary of
are mine.

compilation or book subject to the
It is also not a media report in the
need-to-protect sources. It is a
my own making. Any and all errors

Readers may do with this book as they please. Many of the images bear copyrights.
They were openly presented for view and copy off of internet sources. I respect the
copyrights which is why, in part this an unofficial and free picture book.
The more important part is that the book and its contents are designed to celebrate
freedom and allow others to do the same by freely sharing the information the picture
book contains. One of my most lasting and important lessons about Islam came from a
very celebrated professor wellversed in Islamic and Middle Eastern affairs.
I was researching and gathering information about an Islamic subject of interest to me.
He pointed out that if I wanted to substantiate and affirm any suspicion I held about
where the evidence was leading, it would need to have supporting conclusive
grounding in the Qur'an. He was of course right and the subject I was researching did
have a little-recognized Qur'anic base.
I was amazed and still am at how many Muslims either overlook or fail to focus on some
primary aspects of the Qur'an. The Qur'an teaches that Arabs and Arabic have primacy
in all things Islam.
The Qur'an must be read in Arabic to truly understand Islam--by its own declaration.
The Arabic Qur'an is very clear in naming as well the Arab tribe that stands most
favored and primary at the pinnacle of Islam. That revelation in the Qur'an led me to
understand that Islam began from a base of inequality--religiously, and that, for me, in
this day and age was a problem.
The question of freedom under Islam was another problem. Once one submits, one
cannot change one's mind or have a change of heart.
To do so is labeled apostasy and apostasy is punishable by death. The freedom to
question, explore, make errors, learn and move on has harsh Islamic strictures—
another problem for me. Imagine a child "born to Islam" who is as curious as I was.
Imagine that child being unable to freely--for fear of death from circumstances of place

of birth only--being unable to seek knowledge without fear. Such a state did exist
widely in the Dark Ages. Mankind has moved beyond that and that is a good thing, I
believe.
For readers of this picture book, as stated, do with it as you please after going through
it. Enjoy! (or not).

ISLAM AND MUSLIMS

A 21ST CENTURY

PICTURE BOOK

INTRODUCTION
The 21st Century has seen an on-going outburst of religious violence primarily linked to
Islam. Islam claims to be the perfect religion, but lasting evidence casts severe doubt on
the claim.
There is little need to emphasize that "religious" is the keyword attached to the violence
we see.
We all live in a violent world. Islam, however, currently cuts a wide swath for faith-based
“religious” violence, and many Muslims seemingly take pride from the religious violence
we see.
They do so even as we see that Muslims are primarily the ones suffering daily
consequences of internal religious violence. Non-Muslims who can be called "outsiders"
also feel the thorny sting of Islamic violence.
Islamic extremists by whatever name engage in widespread equal-opportunity
destruction. The Islamic World, in Arabic is called euphemistically, "The House of
Islam" or dar al-Islam.
We outsiders who do not reside in the House of Islam have become scapegoats duped
by Muslims as well as targets for religious violence.

ABOUT THE IMAGES
The following presentations graphically use numerous published images that capture
the evidence of the faith-based violence.
The published images have all appeared openly on the world wide web in articles and
news reports about events in the House of Islam.
This is not an "official" publication. Most of the
respected.

images carry copyrights which are

However, the public presentation of the images were unrestrictedly open for all to see
and copy.
In an attempt to further allow others to see the heart rending evidence, the pages here
have made use of those copies.
There is no intent here to deny, circumvent or not respect any binding copyrights
whatsoever.

ON LANGUAGE, ARABIC AND THE WAY
This graphical presentation on Islam in the 21st Century takes note of some historical
background.
The contemporary status of Islam is the main focus, but some history cannot be
avoided.
Many images are accompanied by English and
clarity.

Arabic textual comments for some

The Arabic may have a few syntactical errors.
Arabic is a difficult language for us outsiders.
In any foreign language, nuances may be lost viadirect word-for-word translation.
The Arabic here tries to capture not the literal translation in all cases, but the nuance
needed.
For example: the "House of Islam" can be both literal--and figurative, as the "World of
Islam."
The "World of Islam" isn't any one Islamic locale, but any house or physical location in
which five prayers are an established daily religious ritual.
The all-inclusive call of any or all Muslims that outsiders need to give Islam unqualified
respect has many hidden snares and traps.
The main snare and trap is that Islam should have its way and we should bow to Islam's
Way always.
The "Way of Islam" is something the Qur'an repeatedly teaches. Muslims want our
submission to that Way without question.

OUTSIDERS AND ISLAM'S WAY
The gradual erosion of any outsider resistance to Islam's Way is a short and long-term
goal.
Shifting focus from the internal violence in the House of Islam to outsiders' so-called
disrespect for Islam has been one strategic ploy.
We outsiders become duped scapegoats by not carefully parsing insiders' House-ofIslam crafty strategic claims of hostile response for our alleged on-going and incessant
provocative disrespect.

THE WAY OF ISLAM

SABILY—ON THE STRAIGHT PATH
CHAPTER 1

A SPOTLIGHT ON DIVERSITY IN ISLAM
FANCY CONFRONTS REALITY

MUSLIMS HAVE LONG PROMISE A PEACEFUL FUTURE
DESPITE FRACTIOUS PAST AND PRESENT

THE WORLD HAS SEEN THIS TO BE A FALSE PROMISE
ISLAMIC IMPERFECTIONS HAUNT US—NOT DISAPPEARING

OURS IS NOT A WORLD FILLED WITH RELIGIOUS WARS
BUT YET WE HAVE ONE THAT WILL NOT QUELL

ISLAM HIJACKED?

NONETHELESS—NUMEROUS BELIEVERS ARE INTERNALLY AND
EXTERNALLY SEVERELY MALIGNING OTHERS AND KILLING THEM
IN THE NAME OF THE TRUE FAITH

RIFLES TO THE HEAD—CASKETS TO THE GRAVE

HISTORY BEARS IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE TO THE LONG
AND SHORT UNDER ISLAM
For centuries upon centuries in Islam violence as an outreach tool
has confronted the majority's desire to live in peace and use
non-violent propaganda to proselytize

ACROSS TIME HEADS IN ISLAM HAVE OFTEN ROLLED WITHOUT OUTSIDE
PROVOCATION
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